power pole and post
introduction

The 3.6m double-sided Marco Aluminium Power Pole is available in both
a satin anodised and white powder-coated aluminium body, with a pure
white uPVC lid.
The system benefits from a strong aluminium profile designed to retain
its rigidity in all installation situations. The length of the Power Pole can
easily be modified on-site and a height-adjusting locking mechanism is
supplied. The pole benefits from 35mm deep accessory boxes for quick
and easy installation of accessories.
A 1 metre aluminium Power Pole extension is available, and Marco can
supply power poles up to 5 metres in length, normally from stock.
Each Marco Power Pole is supplied with six accessory boxes, ceiling
shroud, floor boot, accessory spacers to help speed installation, and six
metres of uPVC divider.
Coloured lid and coloured plates can be supplied to meet DDA compliance.
The 0.65m double-sided Marco Power Post is available in both satin
anodised aluminium and white powder-coated finishes.
The post is used in much the same way as the Power Pole, but transfers
wiring up from the floor, rather than down from the ceiling.
It conceals wiring effectively and positions sockets conveniently, which is
of particular benefit in offices and other application areas.
Marco Power Posts have a metal plate on the underside which is fixed
securely to the floor, and a strong steel rod that extends from the plate
through to the top of the post to give the product added strength.
Power Posts can be fabricated to specific sizes, up to 1 metre tall,
if necessary. Should you require any further information then please
contact our sales office.
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The Power Post is capped with a pyramidal top, and is supplied with a
floor boot, six accessory boxes, uPVC divider and accessory spacers.
The accessory spacers, which are fitted between the socket boxes, help
to reduce installation times.
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